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GW Law Students
Picket Law Firm

George Washington and Georgetown University law students picket ouside the Farragut Building
offices of Wilmer, Cutler and Pickering. More photographs on page 6.
-

GW's Urban Law Institute ---------.,...---

Corporations Aiding Poor
by Prof. Jean Camper Cahn
Mrs. Cahn is Director of the
Urban Law Institute at GW.
Most law schools are barely
setting out to train lawyers and
law students to give lip service to
"law for the poor" four years
after the National Legal Service
Program
drew breath.
The
National
Law
Center
is
preaching' a visionary brand of
poverty law
"corporate" law
for the poor.
The Urban Law Institute of
the George Washington National
Law Center is on OEO-funded
graduate degree program. The
Institute's
philosophy-a
philosophy
slowly
gaining
credence
among
"poverty'"
la wyers
throughout
the
country-starts
with the
-0

perspective that law can be a real
tool to change the condition of
the urban poor. But law as a tool
for social , change involves far
more than the vindication of
rights, on a case-by-case basis.
Instead,
to
fulfill
this
perspective, we have come to
realize that the legal problems of
low-income
clients must be
handled in much the same way
that problems of middle-income
clients
are
handled:
not
necessarily by litigating, but by
gaining new resources for the
client. For the poor client this
means
by
interpreting
regulations; drafting proposals,
negotiating
agreements,
convening
and coordinating
resources, and, generally, by
advising clients of their range of

options
in dealing with a
particular problem.
It is within this context that
the Urban Law Institute has
begun to attempt to provide its
students with a range of skills
which more closely resembles
the skills of lawyers in the
arsenals of such Wasnfngton
(See URBAN LAW, p. 3)

by James Coleman
Mr. Coleman is a second-year
student and member of the
editorial staff of The Advocate.
On October 10th a group of
GW and
Georgetown
law
_students
acting in conjunction
-with Ralph Nader picketed one
of
Washington's'
most
prestigeous law flrms« .Wilmer,
Cutler, and Pickering.
This dramatic gesture, a first
in ~he history-of picketing, was
felt .necessary to demonstrate
the students' concern over the
role of the law firm in gaining a
proposed compromise of the
charges made against one of its
major clients, the Automobile
Manufacturers' Assoclation, The
Association is comprised of such
industry stalwarts as General
Motors, 'Ford,
Chryslet, and
American Motors.
In January of this year, the
Association and the four major
auto
manufacturers
were
charged with a sixteen-year
conspiracy
to
suppress
competition among themselves
with regard to research and
application
of automobile
pollution control devices. The
effect of this conspiracy was to
further slow down the already
tardy progress in air pollution
control. .
These are Serious
charges
under
the federal antitrust
laws--so serious in fact that the
Government
could
have

.*********************.
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requested
criminal penalties
against the companies and the
Association, but didn't. This
conspiracy was alleged to be
taking place at a time when city,
state, and federal governments
were spending enormous sums
on air pollution control. If these
charges are true, then millions
have been -. wasted, since the
companies could have reduced
harmful emissions much earlier.
The Los Angeles County
Board of Supervisors, after an
investigation of this case, found
that air pollution would have
ceased to be a problem in 1966
if the companies had made
serious efforts to reduce it
beginning in 1953. But air
pollution has by no means
ceased to be a problem. In fact it
is a mounting national problem
which
has
reached
crisis
proportion, with the automobile
accounting for 50-80% of the
total problem in most cities.
Air
pollution
has been
sci en tifically
linked
to
respiratory and other diseases
and must be placed high on the
list of public health hazards. The
,charges made by the Department
of Justice, 'if proved true in
court, mean that the automobile
industry and its executives bear'
a considerable
part of the
responsibility
for this public
health crisis.
Instead of answering these
charges in the open forum of a
public
trial,
.the
major
defendant,
the Automobile
Manufacturers
Association,
utilized the services of its
Washington law firm, Wilmer,
Cutler
and
Pickering,
to
negotiate secretly a compromise
which will mean that the case
will never come _to trial. The'
(See PICKETING, p. 6)

Law Students Sue
GW Over UnionFcc
.

.

Elliott Defends Fee
by Craig Scott Miller

1965 was the student demand for a new
Editor
student union. The student government
Dr. Lloyd H. Elliott, President of the
specifically requested that the student
University, defended the assessment of a
union be constructed immediately. To
$75 fee from the law students as well as
expedite construction of the union, the
undergraduate and graduate students on
student
government
suggested that
the ground that the union is a necessary
grants to the university by way of
part of an integrated building program
federal funds and private gifts be
for an integrated urban university_
devoted to academic needs, such as
community. In an interview with The
libraries, and that a fee be assessed all
Advocate, Dr. Elliott emphasized that,
students to supply the funds necessary
the university has placed first priority
to enable the university to provide the
on academic facilities such as the new
union soon, rather. than waiting until
law library and the planned new
the remaining funds were accumulated
undergraduate
and medical school
from grants.
libraries. He firmly denied the charge
Student fee assessments are common
that the fe~ was a cover-up for errors in
practice in at least 100 colleges and
planning and financing the facility.
universities, Elliott said. The university
Citing the fact that the university
raised the funds for purchase of the land
provides on-campus housing for about
piece-by-piece and agreed through the
2200 students (graduate, undergraduate
and professional) as opposed to 200 in - years to a grant of $1.1 million toward
construction costs. In addition, it agreed
1953, Dr. Elliott characterized GW as
to raise another $1 million, then assess
less a commuter institution than ever
the students to pay the rest of the cost
before. Consequently, as the university
of the debt and operation of the union.
assumes increasing responsibility for
Further emphasizing the integrated
providing housing, parking, and other
nature of the university funding plan
facilities for all its students, there is a
and the top priority nature of academic
need for an adequate student union as a
facilities, Dr. Elliott cited university
center where members of all parts of the
funding
of the new law library ($1.85
university community can gather.
million), the proposed new medical
Dr. Elliott noted that one of the first
(See ELLIOTT, p. 7)
campus issues after his inauguration in

,

Lack of Notice Cited
oJ

In February,
1969, a group of
class they represent adequate notice
concerned law students, miffed by the
an opportunity to participate in the
University's proposed imposition of a
decision-making process;
$75
yearly
fee to finance the
D. The imposition of the fee'
, construction of a university student
compels the individual plaintiffs and
center, took direct action.
the members of the class they
Arter 'exhausting
their limited
represent
to pay for recreational
administrative remedies, the students
facilities which they do not wish to
brought suit. against GWU to have the
use and may in many cases be unable
fee declared "null and void and of no
to use."
effect."
The plaintiffs
allege two
The initial complaint was filed in
primary theories in their prayer for May in the U.S. District Court for the
injunctive relief:
District of Columbia. The plaintiffs'
10. The imposition of the aforesaid
attorney is Mr. Michael Nussbaum of
fee violates the contract entered into
Surrey, Karasik, Greene and Hill. Mr.
by and between the University and
Nussbaum is also associated with the
each of the students represented by
National Student Association and is
plaintiff Student Bar Association and
representing
the plaintiff without
each of the individual plaintiffs and
attorney's
fees.
the members
of the class they
- The defendant is represented by the
represent.
firm of Reasoner, Davis, and Vinson in
11. The imposition of the aforesaid , the person of Fred Vinson, Jr., son of
the late Chief Justice of the Supreme
,fee
is arbitrary,
capricious
and
Court.
manifestly unjust, in that:
Any students interested in helping
A.The fee is unrelated to the
the plaintiffs with the case should
proper educational function of the
contact the plaintiffs directly through
University;
the S.B.A. office. The students involved
B. The fee was imposed without
as plaintiffs are: Rick Wood, Mark
the consent of the plaintiffs or the
Rosen, John Siler, Jim Rosen, John
members of the class they represent;
Roddy, James Carr, John Lunsford, and
C. The fee was imposed without
Jon Stover.
giving the plaintiffs or members of the
0
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Mo4ified Minutes of
A Faculty Meeting
The Dean announced that the next item of business was a
proposal to change the name of the law degree awarded on
completion of the basic 3 year curriculum.
The faculty thereupon dissolved and reappeared as a,
, Committee of the Whole.
The Dean first stated that a specific change proposed was,
to drop one L of the LLB degree, and to award an LB, but
that consideration of other possibilities was not foreclosed.
After
some
preliminary'
parliamentary
maneuvering,
representatives of the Student Bar, who were pounding on the
door, were admitted to state the case for the specific change
proposed.
The student representative, speaking in English slowly and'
with obvious difficulty, first recounted the history of the
national trend to the LB. The first school to make the change
apparently was West Pecos Law School in Texas, whose Dean,
Judge Roy Bean, explained that the second L in the traditional
degree was redundant. The next development occurred in
Dlinois where the faculties of some eminent law schools got
the Judge's point and appropriately changed the degrees given
by them.
The student leader conceded that the proposed degree
afforded some possibility of confusion in some quarters,
particularly if the letters are given in the lower case: viz lb. For
example, where a party appears in litigation on his own behalf,
this fact may be recorded officially as "pro per" or "per se". If
the new degree is used, it has been suggested that where one is
represented by counsel, the resulting designation per Ib might
tend to confuse the heads of political science departments of small colleges.
The student leader then discreetly withdrew.
The following alternative suggestions were then discussed:
(1) One faculty member said he would favor the proposal
(LB) if it were modified to add the word "Jurisprudentia" at
the end. It was noted that the resulting abbreviation could be
interpreted as a statement in support of our Vietnam policy to
which a small but vociferous minority objected.
(2) A second suggested further change was to omit the
letter L, so that the 'degree would be "B" alone. It was pointed
out that the overwhelming majority of the general public had
favored this change, until it-was explained that in this case the
letter "B"stood
for "Bachelor". Thereupon the public
appeared to lose interest in the project.
(3) "J.B:' appeared to be likely alternative until it was
noted that this could cause possible confusion not only among
the heads of political science departments, but also English
departments,
and could raise constitutional
questions
concerning the separation of church and state.
In the end; J.D. was agreed upon as a compromise, on the
grounds (I) that the worst that could be said against it was that
it was a sham, and (2) that the best that could be said for it
was that it was meaningless.
Respectfully submitted,

The Student Bar Association representatives are, shown above, front (left to right): Bill Curle,
Robert Zweben; 'standing, Brenda Fox, Robert Cogan, Joy Chambers, Mark Cohen, Steve Weisser, Bill
Brownfield, Jon Stover (SBA president) and Elliot Zisser..

Percy Foreman to Appear
At Fall Speaker Series

SBA is now working on a
program
which could bring
many famous and magnetic
personalities
of the legal
community
to the George
Washington
Law School to
discuss topics of contemporary
relevance.
When details are
finished,
which is expected
shortly, it will become the first
program of its sort in the history
of this law school.
The first installment in the
series is tentatively planned for
October 25th, at which time five
prominent lawyers are expected
to hold a three hour panel
- UiscUSiimg1egai ethics. Expected
to participate
are
Percy
Foreman, famed trial lawyer
from the Southwest,
Henry
Rothblatt
of New
York,
attorney for the Green Berets;
Evelle Younger, Los Angeles
District Attorney and prosecutor
of Sirhan Sirhan and William
Walsh of Houston, Texas, one of

the
nation's
top
defense
counsels. Expected to represent
George Washington is Professor
Monroe Freedman, author of
numerous articles on ethics in
criminal and civil litigation.
Speakers tentatively slated
for the future are: Dr. Frank
Kameny of the Washington
Mattachine Society who will
speak on "The Law and the
Homosexual";
Mr. Michael
Nussbaum, of Surrey, at Howard
this past spring and is presently
the attorney of record for the
SBA in its suit to enjoin the'
assessment of the student center
fee, will speak on the "Selective
Service Law", an area which he
has dealt with extensively; Mr.
Morris Ernst of New York City,
an articulate 82 year old civil
libertarian who last year in
defense of one of his many
controversial
views spent a
record
16 hours
debating
University of Texas law students

until utter exhaustion forced the
law students to terminate the
inquiry. Mr. Ernst's appearance
will be co-sponsored by the G.W.
Law
Review.
Finally
in
collaboration with LSCRRC, the'
SBA
is anticipating
the
appearance of Ralph Nader and
Edgar Cahn who are expected to
speak on "Consumer Protection
and the Law Student."
The
purposes
of this proposed
speaker series are, said Jon
Stover, President of the Student
Bar: "SBA is committed to
placing extensive emphasis on
getting the law student out of
the classroom and confronting
him
with
the innumerable
perplexities of the real world
which are so neatly reduced to
textual
abstractions
in the
academic arena. It is hoped the
speaker series will broaden the
traditional perspectives of the,
law student."

John Hetherington
Professor of Law
, University of Wh;consin Law School
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Late in the Spring of 1968,
the faculty of the National Law
Center authorized
a special
program
for students
from
economically
and culturally
disadvantaged and MINORITY
GROUPS. The aim of, the
program
is to obtain
a
substantial
increase in the
number of such students in the
Law
Center
without
any
lowering
of our scholastic
standards.

Under the new curriculum,
Evidence will be the only course
required beyond the first year.

As of the Fall semester,
1967, the Law Center had the
FIFTH LARGEST enrollment
nationally, with 1408 students
registered. The larger law schools
were NYU (2084),
Harvard
(1709), ,University
of Texas
(1502), and Suffolk University
(1477).
Enrollment
at
'Georgetown
University was
This year's CURRICULUM 1305 for the Fall of 1967.
CHANGES for first year law
During the 1967-68 school
students included the following:
SCHOLARSHIPS
were
Torts has been cut from a five year,
hour course to a four hour given to 56 students at the
course, all four being taught the National Law Center.
Fall semester; The order of
Two years ago, the Dean of
credit hours for Contracts has
been reversed from previous the Law Center agreed to allow
of a STUDENT,
semesters to four hours in the formation
COMMITTEE,
Fall and two hours in the Spring; -F AC,ULTY
the new two-hour course in consisting of six students -- three
Legal Writing and Research from the second-year class, three
replaces the former three hour from the third -- and four
of the
faculty,
course in Legal Method and members
Procedure . taught in the Fall including an Associate Dean.
semester. A four hour course in During its first year of operation
Committee
successfully
Property I will be taught in the the
that the first
Spring semester combining both recommended
real and personal property; Civil degree at the Law Center--upon
of the
basic
Pre edure will be taught in the completion
seco •.i semester of the first year, three-year program of study-be
instead of the first semester of changed from the L.L.B. to the,
DEGREE.
The
the second year as in the past. J . D .

\,

,

In an attempt to ease the conscientious
secretary,
Mrs.
transition from undergraduate to Susan Samuels. Without their
law school and to lay the hard work and dedication this
foundation
for a meaningful program
would have never
forum between students and gotten off the ground.
faculty,
the
Student
Bar
Association instituted
for the
Student Directory
first time in George Washington
University Law School history a
The GW Law Directory will
faculty advisory program for be available for student use on
The Law Center LIBRARY,
first year law students.
or about October 20,1969. This
completed in 1967, has a total
Although totally voluntary,
year's directory will be the
book
capacity
of between
the program has drawn excellent
earliest edition ever put out by
185,000 and 190,000 volumes. response from both the first year the SBA.
The present collection is slightly studen ts and
the faculty.
David Meyers, editor of the
more than 100,000.
Twenty-seven of the thirty-seven
directory,
has shortened
the
faculty
members
who were usual January issuance of the
The
George
Washington
volunteered
their student-faculty
listing through
University Law School is the approached
OLDEST - in the District of time to assist over 400 first year the use of data processing
services.This
year's list will
Columbia; it began with, a two students.
The Student Bar is indebted
contain the name of every
year program of study in 1865.
John
Cibinic, registered GW law student, a
The George Washington Law' to Professor
dramatic advance over the'50%
Review is devoted exclusively to : conceiver and most effective
advocate
of
the
program
and
to
deletion
of student's names in
state and federal public law. The
editorial staff for the Review is Professor Cibinic's charming and the 1968 directory.
:i::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::'1°!
selected
from among those 'illl
students who have successfully
completed
the first year of
Review
work.
Students
SBA elections slated for Tuesday November 4. All
participating
in the two-year
Review program receive four
first year day and night candidates for the
hours of academic credit.

Student-Faculty Committee also
,instituted a teacher-evaluation
poll for all classes. The poll was
continued
through last year.
Through its recommendations,
the Committee has also placed
two student members with full
voting rights on the Faculty
Curriculum Committee.

o

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

The University projects the,
following TUITION INCREASE
for the years 1970-73: 1970-71:
$100.00;
1971-72;.. $100.00;
1972-73: $200.00.

student-faculty committee from each class must
hand in their petitions by noon October 23.

American Transit Assn., Defends Bus Firms

I

Bus Danger Held Minimal

Editor's note: The following
article is the product of an
interview
with
Mr. Barry
C ric k mer,
D ire c tor
0f
Information for the American
Transit Association, of which
the D. C. Transit System is a
member. An Advocate interview
with anyone with D.C. Transit
was declined by a spokesman in
the legal department
of the,
company,
who referred the
Advocate to the A.T.A. The
spokesman for D.C. Transit cited
the
Canons
of Ethics as
forbidding
discussion of a
pending case in the news media
by attorneys' for a party. The
spokesman also warned that law
students working on the case
might endanger their careers by
violating the Canons through
discussion of the issues of the
case in the media.
The flurry of criticism against
transportation
companies such.
as D.C. Transit is the result of a
popular
misconception
based
upon
the visibility of the
problem. Bus exhaust annoys
the public because it has an
offensive odor and is quite
visible.
However,
research
indicates that buses are IarIess
harmful than cars as regards

pollution.
insignificant. This is not to say
Buses use diesel engines and that bus manufacturers are not
their exhaust is almost entirely attempting
to eliminate
the
free of the deadly poison carbon contribution made by buses to
m 0 n 0 x ide
em itt e d by air pollution. Active efforts are
automobile
exhaust systems. being undertaken
by General
The number of people on an Mot 0 r san
dot
her
bus
average bus load is equivalent to manufacturers
to reduce the
the average number in'35 private amount of matter-emitted
and
automobiles
and
harmful
to attack the odor problem.
products emitted from a bus
exhaust
system
are
less
dangerous than the exhaust of
one private automobile.
Thus
transporting the average bus load
of people by private vehicles
instead of public transit creates
nearly thirty five times more firms as Wilmer, Cutler &
pollution. The consequences of Pickering and Arnold & Porter
making the costs of transit
than the skills of that virtuouso,
systems
prohibitive
can be , Perry Mason.
readily seen.
Among the students enrolled
In 1965, the estimated 83 in the program of the Urban Law
million autos on the road
Institute there are lawyers and
consumed
about
65 billion law
students,
planners
and
gallons of fuel; in the same year, sociologists. At least 50% of
50,000, public transportation
those
VtST A attorneys
buses
consumed
only 374 participating in the program over
million gallons of fuel. Buses the course of the past year have
account for just .6 of 1% of the been
lawyers enrolled
with
total national fuel consumption.
VISTA for an eighteen-month
In sum, buses contribute less period of volunteer
service.
dangerous air pollutants than
During the past year, these
automobiles
and their total
la'wyers,
functioning
as
contribution to air pollution is "corporate attorneys", produced
a number of tangible results for
the clients whom they served.
For example, the Washington
Community
benefited in the
following ways:
• created aconsumer-owned
and
operated
supermarket
anticipating a $2 million gross
income;
•
sec
u red
a
precedent-setting
decision by
Positions are open for Community Feature Reporters,
city officials when they refused
Law, School Issues reporters, layout and headline
license renewal to landlords until
workers, circulation manager, etc. We welcome day or
it had been determined that they
evening students, law wives, or anyone else interested
were in compliance with the city
in helping to publish a quality paper. If interested,
housing code;
• established
a city-wide'
call Craig Miller 232-7515 or Phil Rush 652-2342.
. federation of tenants' councils
representing
several thousand
members;
• secured agreement
for

We Need Staff

A group of nine George
Washington
University
law
students formed a corporation,
The Greater-Washington Alliance
to Stop Pollution, as a vehicle to
assist in the struggle to abate air
pollution.
GASP filed its
complaint
against the D.C.
Transit System, Inc. with the
\ Washington Metropolitan Area
\ Transit Commission on August
21.
The
complaint
alleges
violation
of the WMATC
Compact,
Rules, Regulations
and Orders, by the D.C. Transit
System, Inc. and all other bus
companies under the jurisdiction
of the WMATC. Included in the
complaint were the following
points which factually support
the case: 1) the buses of D.C.
Transit et al. constantly emit
.excessive amounts of smoke and
other obnoxious and harmful
'elements into the air of the
metropolitan
area; 2) GASP
charges, that air pollution is a
significant contributing factor to
the .nslng incidence of chronic
bronchitis,
emphysema,
lung
cancer and asthma. The serious
damage to man's property as
.well as to his health caused by
air pollution is well known by
doctors
and scientists .alike.
Equally apparent is the fact that
the intensity of air pollution in.
the Washington
Metropolitan
area is constantly growing.
In addition to these factors,
GASP cited an example of a
working solution to the problem
of buses in the metropolitan
area. It pointed out that as a
result of a joint New York City
Adm i n istration-Transi
t
Authority program to reduce air
pollution caused by buses, over
3000 city buses have been
equipped with a needle-type fuel
injection
system.
Smoke
emissions from each vehicle have

,Urban Law-from p.

been reduced by more than 75
per cent.
Through its contact with
organizations and corporations
studying air pollution, GASP has
found that there are several
additional methods of reducing
the pollution and is prepared to
demonstrate them.
'
A non-profit
corporation,
GASP, is composed of nine
students who first explored the
air pollution problem in a course
in administative law during the
Spring semester. The assignment,
made, by .Professor Arthur S.
Miller as an attept to make the
course more relevant, asked the
students to assume that they
were
counsels for a local
'citizens' organization, and to
wri te a legal memorandum
identifying and analyzing the
alternative legal actions which
could be brought by the citizens'
group in order to' force the
Washihgton
area
transit
companies to abate the air
pollution caused by their buses.
Having
c o m p l e te d a
thoroughly researched analysis,
nine of these students-Elaine
Bloomfield,
Paul Breistein, .
S.David
Fineman,
Paul J.
Gossens, John H. Johnston, Joel
B. Miller, Ron Plesser, John S.
Winder, and Jay Weill-- readily
concluded that their efforts
could serve as far more than a
mere academic exercise.
Although the initial step was
to take its complaint before the
Washington Metropolitan Area
Transit Commission, which has
jurisdiction over D.C. buses and
air pollution, GASP has declared
its preparedness to proceed to
the D.C. courts if they fail with
their first attempt.
"The
group
is receiving
assistance from several attorneys
in the District of Columbia.
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A Tool jor Social Change.
neighborhood residents to sit on Law Institute or indeed the
the board of a local hospital f Federal
Government
might
which had previously refused to supply. So the Urban Law
accept
patients,
even
in Institute has extended its role of
emergencies,
from'
the
advocate for the poor so as to
neighborhood;
include advocacy of the poor's
• prepared a pamphlet on need for representation to the
legal rights for those sued on great corporate law firms of this
consumer matters, which the country.
Court of General Sessions agreed
During this second year ofto attach to all summons in such .the Urban
Law Institute
cases;
,
. program, we are attempting to
• designed a Youth Dispute
involve as many members of the
Center to resolve within the legal profession as we can recruit
community disputes to which a in corporate practice for, the
juvenile is a party;
poor. Most importantly we are
•
provided
technical
trying to recruit not simply the
assistance to the Model Cities members 'of law firms--but the
Commission
to
increase
firms themselves with all the
community
participation
in prestige, power, and knowledge
planning.
,
inherent in these institutions.
This year the Urban Law
Fourteen new VISTAs begin
Institute, looks not only at the an eighteen-month tour of duty
injustices
to
Washington's
with the Urban Law Institute. In
poor-but
to the poor of the conjunction with the Citizens
entire country. Whether we like Advocate Center, the Urban Law
it or not we are assuming a role Institute
is launching
a \
for the poor which mirrors the nationwide campaign to involve
role which Washington law firms \ private law firms, on a scale far
traditionally play for the rich. beyond that of the past, in pro
Our clients and our interests
range
from
California
to borio legal practice. At the
Mississippi, from the North to beginning of the summer we
started by talking with law firms
the South.
.
As more and more people about the roles which they
clamor for a "Washington Law might play. We formed alliances
Firm" to represent them, the job and sought to pool our resources
to be done obviously outstrips
(See URBAN LAW, p. 8)
any resources which the Urban
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Philip
R~Sh--------.1

Editorial

The Advocate has been born by the union of several
ideas: that all members of this community-students,
faculty,
administration,
alumni,
the
community-at-large-must talk to each other; that this
newspaper must be an experiment in free press; that law
students and lawyers should be people, not personnel;
and that this newspaper should offer itself as an advocate
for individual ideas, away from the noise of the mob. The
common theme here is Participation, for only by
participating does the individual free himself from a
Teeling of powerlessness.
That individuals in this law school. community are
struggling to participate within and without the law
school is evident at the time of this first issue of The
Advocate. Some members of our faculty are active
outside the classroom in a number of projects aimed at
reforming and perfecting the law, arid they are actively
encouraging their students to participate with them.'
.Many students are constructively acting to gain a part in
the decision-making process to determine where their
university fees are going, to observe a public court
proceeding regardless of the length of their hair, to
determine the quality of the air we breathe, and to know
more about the policies of the law firms, who seek to hire
them. This thirst for participation has taken the law
student beyond the hornbook and the grade sheet and
into the legal aid office, up to Capitol Hill, and to the
steps 'of the Justice Department and the Selective Service
Headquarters. Publicity for such activities and for the
ideas which have issued from their experience
unfortunately has not had a sufficient forum in fifty
minutes of class time or on the blackboard in the law
school lobby. The Advocate offers its pages to their
participation.
At the same time, The Advocate will not be the
mouthpiece of anyone herd; as an experiment in free
press. it will offer its newsprint to the ideas of all
members of the law school community. Dean Kramer has
commendably insisted that freedom from tampering by
the administration is essential. The Advocate is dedicated
to'the-view that a law school newspaper should no longer
be restricted to reporting Barristers' Balls, fraternity
_cocktail parties, and student picnics. Law students are
concerned with events outside as well as within the
university. The scope of their participation and of their
concerns will determine the scope of the concern of The
Advocate. The Advocate assumes that the law-trained must
answer writer Paul Goodman's question whether we are
to be people or personnel. As people
must operate
with values always in mind, in the context of the open'
struggleamongst different ideas, with an individual mind
and conscience free of the leadership of the herd
mentality, and with a dedication to improving the quality
of life in the community. Our ears, our staff membership,
and our pages are open as an advocate for all who wish to
participate.
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The basic question to be considered in this
problem is th~ creation of a community
article is whether the pulp comprising this issue'
newspaper, uncontrolled by any vested interest,
would better have been left a forest conservation
to give space to as many participants as possible.
project-that is, whether there is any need for
To survive, the Advocate must demand an
another newspaper to clutter the streets of Foggy
extremely
high
degree
of community
Bottom.
participation. The need for this participation by
The form this analysis will take is cast by the
the
community
at large
cannot
be
concepts of right to reply and free, uninhibited
over-emphasized. At stake is the credibility and
debate implicit in the First Amendment. Since
viability of the many arguments without a
we make no pretensions to objectivity, our issue
forum, as well as the vitality of this newspaper.
coverage will utilize advocacy, the traditional
There has been much talk of a new generation
tool of the judiciary. After GASP has its say, it is
of students whose sense of commitment .leads
incumbent for D.C. Transit to give its version of -'.- them to act upon their ideals and to effect
the economics of asphyxiation.
And when
changes beyond academic confines. As well, the
students break into a closed faculty meeting
substance of. the Advocate is intended to go
which is discussing student participation in law
beyond the immediate concerns of the law
school policy, both sides are best served by an
school to the relation between the university, the
uncensored forum.
law and society. We would like to examine
The idea ofa newspaper as a focal point for
whether this law school is a relevant service to
debate is neither controversial nor new. That it is
the entire community or just to a wealthy
difficult to achieve is clear and that its actuality
minority, and whether the process of a legal
is all but non-existent
is obvious. Central,
education comprised of classes, examinations and
therefore, to the successful operation of this
summer
clerking has become training as
prism for conflicting ideas is that advocates of
insufficient as note taking at the Inns of Court.
each cause must write their own arguments. No
We also intend to explore such subjects as prison
reporter
is an objective recording device;
reform, marijuana and drug laws, the selective
distortion is inevitable and claims are readily laid
service and the Uniform Code of Military Justice.
of bias and unfair reporting. As well, some causes
as they reflect social values and legal viability.
are forgotten entirely or censored. The editors
The Advocate-needs people who are willing to:
feel that the most effective way to deal with the
use their legal tools to dissect these issues. ~
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Per Curiam:
David
E Bantleon--------------

A Plea: ReosonedDissent
My reading of Mr. Robert J.
Zweben's letter in the October 6
issue of the GW HATCHET left
me
with
a feeling
of
disappoin
tment.
In his
unrestrained indictment against
the faculty and administration
for their unfair treatment of'
Stephen N. Greer, 283898, Mr.
Zweben demonstrates a mastery
of shallow thinking interspersed
with tired rhetoric and overused
cliches.
His letter could be. expected
from a high school student; it is
doubtful whether many college
students would have written it;
coming from a third-year law
studen tit
is certainly
a
. disappointment.
Among other
things law school teaches the
student the importance of facts.
"Give me the facts of this case,
Mr. Zweben." Your letter is
devoid of any substantiating
statements in support of your
blind
assertions
that the
President of this Univ.ersity is
"hiding. behind
a cloak of
tranquility which traditionally
pervades
an educational
institution";
that
"the
University silently approves of
the-U.S. military effort"; that
"the University is the pawn 01
the worst criminals-the military
war
mongers";
that "the
University
officials
and
professors suffer from moral and
intellectual
bankruptcy";
that
"the
professors
perpetrate
student purges, conspiracy trials
and systematic elimination of
Black leaders"; and that "the
professors and administrators are
'mind-f***ing' us to prepare us

for the corruption they have'
accepted".
Are
all these
accusations provoked by the
University's treatment
of one
undergraduate student, Stephen
N.· Greer, who was placed on
probation
for a year for
disrupting a faculty meeting?
There are many facts which
Mr.
Zweben
could
have
mentioned.
Since, 1959, the
University has had only one
dealing
with
the Defense
Department which might give
cause for student concern - the
ill-fated HumRRO project . and
that contract. is no longer
operative.
In
1959,
one
chemistry .professor acted as a
consultant to a research project
at Camp Dietrich, Maryland. The
professor left the University in
1961.
The
University
is
presently involved in some 200
to 300 government sponsored
projects of one sort or another.
One of the contracts is with the
Office of Education to retrain
high
school
drop-outs
and
under-achievers.
Another
one-year contract is for the
rehabilitation of drop-outs with
police records. A contract with
the Labor Department
deals
_with Manpower Training and the
economic
problems
of the
hard-core unemployed in the
inner city.
Of the various contracts with
the Medical School, one is a
long-term research program on
arthritis directed at conquering
the pain caused by this disease
and prolonging the life of its
victims.
Through
private
contributions,
the
Medigal

School
conducts, a Cancer
Treatment Clinic. Grants from
the National Institute of Health
finance cancer research.
Was Mr. Greer treated so
unfairly
as to justify Mr.
Zweben's "slings and arrows" in
his letter to the HATCHET?
Certainly
not
from
the
standpoint of procedural due
process. The Report of the
Student Court in the case of
Stephen N. Greer shows clearly
that every effort was taken to
insure that Mr. Greer was not
deprived of his rights. That
report states, in addition, that
Mr. Greer was found guilty of a
breach of the peace of the _
University in violation .of the
Resolution
of the University
Board of Trustees, January,
1969;that the verdict was based
on eyewitness testimony; and
that on a second occasion within
the last six months Mr. Greer
had been found guilty by a
University tribunal of a breach
of University regulations. For
disrupting a faculty meeting, Mr.
Greer was not suspended or
expelled from the University. He
was given a minimum of one and
a maximum of two semesters on
probation.
Mr. Zweben is a man of much
intelligence,
dedication
and
energy. He has been responsible
for raising many vital issues at
the National Law Center; he has
seen to it that once raised, these
issues were discussed by both
students and faculty. His letter
to the HATCHET is not a fair
representation
of his many
contributions to the law school.
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The Committee on Climate'

Student Participation in .Faculty
Decisions
.
by Hodnev.J, Barwick
There is a well known
principle in physical law that
when heat is applied to almost
anything, the molecules begin to
jump and scramble. and the
shape of the material, whatever
it is, becomes altered. The more
heat that is applied the more the
mass changes until its shape and
even
its structure
become
unrecognizable.
Within the past few years,
this principle of physical law has
become observable in American
society. All of us can think of
countless examples to illustrate
how the dense, inert mass of
many of our social institutions
has been made to move actively
only the application of heat or
its complement, pressure.
Over the years, only the
educational instutions have been
protected
from changes of
temperature
mostly
by
traditions which once appeared
as natural to the working of a
university as the old laws of
physics were to Newton's world.
The categories that seemed to
exist posited as distinct entities
students,
teachers,
and
administrators. The functions of
each appeared clear to most
people;
Administrators
made
decisions,
professors
carried
them out and students were the
recipients
of the collective
wisdom of these elders.
But as heat and pressure
within
the general society
increased, a new warmth began
. to be felt even within the cold
stone of the university campus.
,One need only recall the days of
"Spring '69" to quickly recount
the heat applied by innumerable
students across the country-a
heat styled to protest everything
from
the
Reserve Officers
Training Corps to the once
sacred
and
traditional

relationships
of student,
the last student who left for the Law no.738). With the consent
professor,
and .administrator
summer might have heard the of the Dean, this mechanism
mentioned earlier. A whole new inner workings of Stockton ?ground out a committee of
social physics was developing,
groan happily at the prospect of professors to deal with the
and as this became more clear once again being left alone as it problems of heat and pressure.
even the inertia within Stockton
had been for so many years.
It is difficult to know exactly
Hall began to feel the balmy
However, the earlier rise in what Stockton instructed them
spring air. The heat first became
temperature
did have one to do but from what I have been
noticeable
in discussions of interesting and, for the moment,
able to gather, their charge
grade reform, even though a lasting effect. It caused Stockton .seems to have been to come up
referendum of new proposals
to create for itself' a defense with recommendations
which
illustrated that most students
mechanism-a sort of control rod would allow the law school to
preferred the current system to designed to dissipate future function
in
a warmer
any new idea, the fact that such temperature
increases. (Unlike atmosphere while making sure
a question
could even be inert physical masses which are that changes in the basic metal
considered would have been completely
a function
of of the institution would not
unthinkable a few years earlier.
temperature and pressure, the occur.
"After
all
(I heard
inert social or educational mass
When I mentioned this plan
someone say) 'what will our
often fights hard to retain its to a friend of mine who spends
future
employers
think
shape and composition(Social
his time ina physics laboratory,
should they not know that
my C.G.P.A. (Cumulative,
Grade Point Average) was a
' 75.137 and yours. was a
74.989?"
One
could
feel
the
temperature rise a few RT.U.'s
r'higher when an anonymous
group of concerned students
known as the Thabo Meli society
preSident~lt1~e~tS~~~';[ssociationt:"
published several position papers
Will the law student's voice ever really be heard other than:t
"daring" to' consider reform for
in the confines of a moot court trial? An essential ingredientti
such time tested institutions as
of student .participatlon
in the educational
process is:}
law review and even audaciously
meaningful communication within the law school community.t:
suggested that students should
The Student Bar Association is committed to policies and 'it
have a place within the hallowed
programs which are designed to realize these goals.:t
ground of tenure decisions and
It's flagrantly paradoxical that an institution which trains:t
course planning.
individuals to advocate the causes and beliefs of others does :t:
Finally
the
atmosphere
not effectively permit the same skills and training to be used if
became so overheated that a
to advocate progressive reforms in" legal education; The :tf
minority of both students and
Student Bar Association structurally represents the legitimate :t:
professors were actually-talking
avenues through which the student needs and aspirations can it
.to each other about these
most effectively be expressed. The SBA has. made itself it:
issues--even
after
class!
peculiarly aware of the current and prospective trends in legal it:
Unfortunately for' everyone the
education. Implementation remains a test of our power for the :ti
circumstances
of
final
future. However, this power can not be realized unless there is :ti
examination
followed by the .....a genuine effort by the student body to actively participate in :tf
green leaves of summer were tt all aspects of student government.
.
-it:
helpful in lowering the energy ::t
Many Student Bar programs are available and in need of it:
level before any real changes in
active support. The SBA has launched a long range program :it
the school's elemental structure
t: designed .to investigate the existing grading system and its t::
could take place. As the charge ti: related problems such as class standing which are products of ::t
in the atmosphere grew weaker :tf this system. Methods of teaching and relevance, if any, of the ::t
:t: classroom experience in the 2nd and 3rd years are being ::t
i!@! scrutinized.
Notwithstanding its breadth in scope, the law :[1
it: school curriculum of practical necessity must be examined and
tm gaps have to be filled.
. mm
:ft
In
addition,
a
faculty
committee,
with
the
advice
and
t::
Beginning with the next issue, The Advocate will print
:r: consent of the Student Bar Association and of concerned :ni
letters to the editor submitted by our readers. All persons are
students will be examining the. feasibility and extent of future
welcome to voice their views on any subject treated by The
:1 student participation in the decision making processes of the :t:
Advocate
or of general
interest.
to
the
legal
:r~law school faculty.
:r:
community-at-large. Letters should be placed in The Advocate
Anyone
interested
in
these
or
any
other
programs
please
mailbox, Student Lounge, Basement of Stockton Hall no later
ir: contact your SBA representative or any officer. Let's not it:
than midnight, Friday, October U. The right to select Ilnd edit
ti confuse activism with being active.
iH
any letter submitted is reserved by the Editors.

SBA":Student Force
Not Student Farce

:f[

Letters Policy _

:r:

fi!

if!

iI:

I::

if:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::,iiii!

he did not give a verbal response
to what I had told him but his
smile mirrored my own thoughts
of whether such a plan could
really work. To begin with, I
reasoned, temperature control
only works up to a point. As,
long as the heat is not too great
the control rods might do an
adequate job. But what happens
when the rise of degrees becomes
so enormous that the rods
themselves melt?
It would seem that the
Dean's committee which has
chosen as its mandate a study of
the
possibility
of allowing
students a voice in their legal
education would do well 'to
reconsider
their control-like
approach. The question should
not. be one of temperature
control but rather "How do we
alter the structure before the
heat does it for us?" Keeping
this in mind, the name of the
committee
might
be an
important place to make the
first change.Rather than calling
itself The Committee for the
Control of Law School Climate,
I J would recommend re-naming
the
com mit tee.
The
Student-Faculty Committee on
Law
School R~for~.
(The
f~c~lty cou~d even be given top
bIllmg.) This, of c~urse, would
mean actually puttmg students
o!! the committ~,
for most
lawyers and c~rtamly nearly.all
law students- like names which
me~n what th~y say. I wo~ld
hesitate. to predict the. confusion
and difficult qu:stI~ns
that
would result were It discovered
that
th~
Student-Faculty
Co m mit tee
( s 0 r. r y,
~aculty-Stu~ent
Committee)
mdeed con tamed no students.
No, b?tt~r that th? name should
be colncldentalwlth
the fact. I
would also recom~end that the
change be m~de. quickly,
Already It IS October. Last
spring has gone, and a summer
h..as ~ollowed~ and as ~et t~e
questions which were ral~d m
the balmy days of last Apnl and
May have not been answered.
Before long winter will be. up~n
us and forecasters tell us It will
be a cold, harsh one. We ~re
f~rtunate that the heat ~h~ch
wIll be ge~erated .!rom mSI.de
Stockton wIll keep us all qUIte
warm.

SBA Featured Activity

Students
by Gregory Ball
and Robert Zweben'
, Editor's note: This is the first in a
series of articles describing the many
extra-curricular activities here at the law
school. The next article will focus on the
International Law Society.
LSCRRC (Law Student's Civil Rights
Research Council) is thought of as a
radical
organization.
Yet the term
"radical" as applied to a law student
seems to be some sort of paradox when
you consider that most true radicals are
supposed to be engaged in smashing that
very system of laws for being the tools of
suppression. We are not out to smash
anything, yet ever since the news media
has discovered the value of the student
power movement 'smashing things' and
'radicalizing' have become synonymous.
As usual, the media has so overinflated
the term "radical" that it now has no
reliable meaning. So we're not radicals.
We think of ourselves as just active law
students. (We're down on the label
"activists" too for the same reasons).
What are we active about? There is no
point in trying to s hap e our attitudes
and causes so as to render them palitable
to all sectors of the law school. Some
people cho~e on anything much stronger

Civil Rights Research
than gruel and we frankly can't allow farce we can call our o.wn.
, them to hold us back. These· are the
Today LSCRRC reacts directly to t~
people who squirm at the use of the level of intellectual and moral awareness
challerige "we demand"
in anything .which pervades the law school. We are
addressed to the school administration.
attempting
to mobilize students into
LSCRRC
members
are not that
projects and programs to make up for:
lobotomized. We would not go before the (1) the lack of administrative leadership,
faculty in order to demand participation
(2) the inability of most professors to
in the decisions that affect the quality of adjust to 1969 (witness the overabuse of
our lives here, if we didn't-think that we the .case method- and the faculty
had every reason and right to be there.
impotence in dealing with constructive
Suffice it to say that we're not law), (3) the heretofore irrelevance of
wind-up
ideologues seeking mutual
most law school organizations.
protection on the paranoid fringe of the
Face it, many of the organizations and
Left. Although we could follow the their people have been prostrate before
argument that law school is essentially a our school environment as structured for
training ground for hired mechanics and them by unknowns many years and
intellectual prostitutes
for a corrupt
irrelevancies ago. If the law sc;:hool is a
capitalist system,. that argument rather
massive Rube Goldberg fantasy .that
bores us. We would rather think of this manufactures flat ping-pong balls-- why
school as a big building with a lot of try to make it work? Reform it. For
people in it, some of whom know what's
example, the S.RA. president at Boston
going on. Some people here have the . University at their First Year Breakfast
script or pieces of it at least. Some people discussed the moratorium. Besides watery
here help write it. LSCRRC thinks it has eggs and trivialities, what did you have at
a fairly accurate copy of the script, and yours? Or how about Law Review, which
we hope to be able to share it and to resembles institutionalized
slavery and
compare it with other versions. We want can only be viewed as the unquestionable
to work to prevail upon those who stage perpetrator
of _big-firmism and smug
the farce to let up in on the directing. In elitism7
other words and at least, it should be a \ Frankly, if the other sectors of the law

Council
school would just get themselves together
and be more responsive to the inequities
of the system,LSCRRC would be able to
devote all of its energies to. the outside
community. We like our sleep as much as
anybody else, but by sheer default we're
having to shoulder the burden of law
school reform. It's really the community
which is the constituency we would like
-to serve. Serve, not direct. Our projects
would then figure as community service
and political support ones, (such' as our
support· of the Moratorium , the Chicago
8, and so on).
On a theoretical level we're striving to
answer some basic questions. Is our
system of justice simply corrupt from
within or has the system just managed to
be ineffectual? Do we really have a Bill of
Rights honored by law enforcement
officials? Is the highest duty of the
Justice Department really to enforce the
law as Mitchell says it is?
Albert Camus probably best expressed
our anxiety when he said, "I should like
to be able to love justice and my country
too."
We hope
our stint at George
Washington will be something more than
a .three year tour of the La Brea tarpits.
Help us make it more.
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Picketin~-from r- 1

'Crazy'Law Students Question Ethics
public was told nothing about
similar questions concerning the
negotiations until the agreement
ethics of their future colleagues.
'was announced
on September
. At a press conference-meet11th.
ing with the students Mr. Cutler
Although
the Government
and Mr. Pickering discussed the
occasionally bows to political
allegations leveled against them
pressure and fails to prosecute a and accused the students of
case with full vigor, it is attacking the ethics of the legal
surprising when a widely-known
profession.
law firm has used its skill and
The two senior partners
influence to avoid a public trial stated that because the matter
of the charges made against its was pending in court, the firm
clients, thereby undercutting the
could not breach their client's
public's fight to know how it has trust by discussing the matter in
been
treated
by the 40 public and that furthermore, the
billion-dollar-a-year
auto
pickets and their means of
industry which it supports.
protest
smacked
of "the
The students
presented a McCarthy tactics of, the 50's,"
resolution to the firm asking it which as law students, Mr.
to advise
the Automobile
Cutler was quick to explain,
Manufacturers Association that
"you
are
too
young
to
it can no longer represent it remember."
unless the Association agrees to
The students countered with
public trial of the charges.
charges as to the ethics of
, If it does not agree, then the
private law firms conducting
public will begin to understand . closed door negotiations with
why major law firms throughout
the government in matters of the
the country are encountering
public
welfare. Cutler and
ever increasing difficulties in Pickering attempted to sidestep
hiring young law graduates,
the issue by citing a number of
many of whom are raislng . laudable activities in which the
firm was engaged. This was met
with questioning as to public
access to the firm's past files.
"CertainlY,not,"
replied Mr.
Pickering indicating that such
information was confidential.
Meanwhile, outside at the
picket line, partner Wilmer,
returning from lunch, attacked
the protesters as -J.'crazy" and
questioned
their ability to
.'determine matters which are in
the public trust.

Top: Consumer advocate
Ralph Nader (left) emerges
from Wilmer, Cutler and
Pickering
offices in the
Farragut Building escorted by
GW and Georgetown law
students.
Bottom:Senior
Partner Lloyd Cutler (right)
reviews written statement of
protesting
students while
fellow-partner John Pickering
looks on. Students met with
, firm members in their offices.

Do you know these cases?
Law students will probably run
across them between here and
their J.D. The cases from which
the quotes below were taken are
listed on page 8.

respectively have been entitled
to "as heirs at law" had the
trustor been the last survivor.

him of his right to remain silent
or of his right to consult with his
attorney.

2. The cases before us raise
3. From the standpoint of
questions which go to the roots the purchaser, there can be no
of our concepts of American ann's length negotiating on the
criminal
jurisprudence:
the subject. Because his capacity for
restraints society must observe bargaining is so grossly unequal,
1. The question presented is consistent
with the Federal the inexorable conclusion which
at what generation the estate
Constitution
in prosecuting
follows is that he is not
should be divided. Appellants
individuals
for crime. More permitted to bargain at all. He
contend
that it should be specifically, we deal with the must
take
or leave
the
divided into six parts; that is at admissibility
of statements
automobile on warranty terms
the level of grandchildren rather
obtained from an individual who dictated
by the maker. He
than at the level of children, and is subjected to custodial police cannot turn to a competitor for
interrogation and the necessity better
that the two great-grandchildren
security.
In the
for procedures which assure that framework
should take the shares of their
of this
case,
the individual is accorded his illuminated as it is by the facts
parents
by
right
of
under
the Fifth and the many decisions noted,
representation.
Under this privilege
method the grandchildren and Amendment to the Constitution
we are of the opinion that
to be compelled
to Chrysler's attempted disclaimer
great-grandchildren would each not
incriminate
himself. We dealt of an implied warranty
receive a like amount, namely,
of
with certain phases of this merchantability
one-sixth.
The
pertinent
and of the
problem recently in Escobedo v, obligations arising therefrom is
provision of the trust instrument
- the last clause thereof . Illinois. There, as in the four so inimical to the public good as
provides that upon the death of cases before us, law enforcement
to compel an adjudication of its
the last beneficiary the trust
officials took the defendant into invalidity.
shall cease and the estate be custody and interrogated him in
distributed to the then living a police station for the purpose
4. In January, 1926, plaintiff
lineal descendants of the trustor
of obtaining a confession. The embarked in this business when
in such portions as they would police did not effectively advise she received and installed at the

ranch
in southern
Morgan
County where she 'and her
husband
lived,' several silver
foxes,
among
them
one
"McKenzie Duncan" whose pelt
is the subject of this litigation.
. 5. I believe that the right of
privacy in the marital relation is
fundamental
and basic - a
personal right "retained by the
people" . within the meaning of
the
Ninth
Amendment.
Connecticut
cannot
constitutionally
abridge this
fundamental
right, which is
protected
by the Fourteenth
Amendment from infringement
by the States. I agree with the
Court
that
petitioner's
convictions must. therefore be
reversed.
6. We hold that, as a basic
constitutional
standard,
the
Equal Protection Clause requires
that the seats in both houses of a
bicameral state legislature must
be apportioned on a population
basis.
Simply
stated,
an
individual's right to vote for
state
legislators
is

7. Since there are occasions
when every vessel will break
from her moorings, and, since, if
she does, she becomes a menace
to those about her, the owner's
d u t Y, as in
aer similar
situations, to r .vide against
resulting injuries is a function of
three
variables:
(l)the
probability that she will break
away; (2)the gravity of' the
resulting injury, if she does;
( 3) the burden
of adequate
precautions. Possibly it serves to

.----A.C.L.

U.Notes----.
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Hairandthe'Public'
Trial------------:--

DC Judge Bars LongHair

Trash isN ot Public
(Editor's Note: Each issue of the Advocate will present a
capsule summary of significant cases under consideration or
being litigated by the American Civil Liberties Union.)
Trash Inspection and the Right to Privacy
Should the trash of a criminal suspect be inspected by the
police? The ACLU is currently considering a test suit to enjoin
the DC government's present policy of segregating the trash of
suspects (such as Roger Priest, the Navy man being
court-martialed for publishing an anti-military paper), and
turning it over to law enforcement agencies for inspection. The
issue here will turn on whether inspection of the "abandoned
property" of trash is a reasonable investigative method
outweighing the right of privacy.
, Discrimination in District Agencies
Racially discriminatory practices in hiring and promotion
in most District agencies will be challenged in a class suit by
the ACLU. The decision to take judicial action was prompted
by Mayor Washington's lack of response to proof of systematic
job discrimination against Negroes in the Department of
Licenses and Inspections contained in a 3600 page record
collected by an impartial ACLU committee. The suit will
allege that the present administrative system for challenging
such practices is inadequate and that judicial intervention is
necessary.

by Richard Cohen
Mr.
Cohen
is
an
undergraduate student at The
American University.
For all of you who still
believe
that "freedom
and
justice for all" is a reality in
America today, I suggest that
you pay a visit to D.C: Court of
General Sessions Judge W. Byron
Sorrell.
. Along with three fellow
American University students, I
had the misfortune of entering
Sorrell's court, A trial was in
progress when we entered and
sat in the back row of the
spectator's gallery. Judge Sorrell
then stopped the proceedings
and ordered the court record
terminated at that point.
"Who
are· you people?"
Sorrell questioned, to which we
replied that we were students at
The American University. Sorrell
then asked if we were law

Slum Tenants' Lawyer
'Harassed? by Litigation
Although the complaint filed on July 14 against
Florence W. Rolsman was "based largely upon
inferences and conclusions and failed to set forth
specific facts," it has not yet been dropped. The
complaint
was originally filed with the
Committee on Admissions and Grievances by Mr.
Sidney J. Brown, president of First, National
Realty Co. and a lawyer himself.
Mrs.
Roisman,
a dynamic
figure in
Neighborhood
Legal Services, has succeeded
along with other Washington attorneys in greatly
expanding tenant rights. She is still representing a
group of tenants in litigation against Brown, the
owner of Clifton Terrace apartments in the
Cardozo area, and has helped to make these
apartments a symbol of the degradations found
in slum housing.
Brown's complaint, which was unsworn in
contradiction to the rules binding upon the
Committee, alleged among other things that Mrs.
Roisman filed a criminal action on behalf of
plaintiffs without their knowledge or consent,
that she did not notify her clients of a
counterclaim and their· potential liability, and

that her actions amounted
to professional
misconduct
in stirring up litigation against
Brown.
'
In a letter to Mr. Ralph Curtin of the
Committee
on Admissions and Grievances,
Professor
Monroe H. Freedman
(who is
defending Mrs. Roisman) requested an opinion
"indicating that the present complaint has been
dismissed because it is vague, unsubstantiated,
and therefore wholly without merit". According
to Professor Freedman, reports in the New York
Times and the Wall Street Journal "indicate that
disciplinary proceedings are increasingly being
used for the purpose of harassing lawyers like
Mrs. Rolsman, who are vigorous in their
representation. of the poor and of minority
groups."
While charges such as these could, if
substantiated ,lead to disbarment, the possibility
in this case appears quite remote. However, Mrs.
Roisman must now answer in the affirmative if
asked whether her legal conduct has ever been
questioned or investigated.

students.
After our negative
I don't think it's fair to say I
.jeply, he ordered us to leave the excluded somebody from the
court. At that point.. I thought
court because they have long
,
that we had probably entered a hair."
closed hearing and was more
The conduct of Judge Sorrell,
than willing to leave.
coming at the time of the
As we walked out, the judge - "conspiracy" trial in Chicago, is
asked us if we -would like to a sad commentary
on the
know why we were being American judicial system. When
thrown out. When one of my a citizen can't observe a public
friends answered "yes" Sorrell trial because his hair is too long,
then told him that my hair was and "conspiracy" trials drone on
too long and that I should have in Chicago, it is no wonder
to cut it before coming into the respect for law is often lacking
courtroom.
I then asked the today in this country.
Judge if my friends--whose hair
was shorter than mine-could
The editors of The
stay, to which he replied, "Have
Advocate wish to extend
them turn around so I can see
their sincere appreciation
the back of their heads."
to all the staff members of
Aside from the lack of regard
The Hatchet for their
for "freedom and justice for all"
valuable assistance in the
at a public trial, Sorrell had the
gall to answer in a Washington
Post story (Saturday, Sept. 27),
"I think the less said the better.

ABA Drafts Campus
Dissent Guidelines
The
American
Bar
Association
has created a
commission
on
Campus
Government
and
Student
Dissent. ABA President Bernard
G. Segal chose immediate past
ABA
President
William T.
Gossett to head the commission
and named to serve with him 14
.other lawyers, educators and
behavioral scientists.
The principal function of the
commission will be to draft
suggested legal standards and
pro cedural
guidelines
to
accommodate
valid student
dissent and facilitate student
participation in campus affairs
while
preserving
orderly
educational processes.
Chairman
Gossett
said
tentative
drafts
of
recommendation were expected
this fall. The commission, says
A B A President
Segal,
"represents a constructive effort

_The Angry Elient _4sks • . .

Paid Your Malpractice Premiums?

to chart the reasoned steps that
can be taken to close the
communication
gap that has
been
a factor
in campus
disorders. "

CourtDecisions

0

What are the free speech
rights of campus protestors and
political dissenters? How are tlie
courts resolving the rights of the
accused versus the need for "law
and order"? Are the draft and
drug
laws unconstitutional?
These and numerous other legal
issues of contemporary relevance
are being considered these days
by courts on both the federal
and state levels.
In order, to keep G.W. law
students informed as to just
what the courts are saying, The
Advocate, beginning with the
next issue, will feature a column
devoted to discussion of some of
the
more interesting
court
decisions. The column will be
written
by Stuart
Schuman
('70). Mr. Schuman will also
attempt to keep law students
informed as to what cases-and
the issues involved--are on the
docket for oral argument in the
Supreme Court.
The Advocate also plans
regular
features such as a
"Docket" of upcoming meetings
and events of concern to law
students as well as a feature
column on a different law school
organization in each issue. The
Advocate
welcomes
other
suggestions and contributors.

A recent article in The Wall of limitations had run. Result? mortgage company who had lost
error by attorneys is overlooking
Street Journal (10/10) reported - The firm paid the tax refund at trial, take his case up on
the statute of limitations for a
sad news for the nation's client $100,000 in damages.
appeal, he found himself paying
given action. This often happens,
attorneys. More clients than ever
Another lawyer had to pay the client $48,000 damages for says the Journal article, because
are resorting to malpractice suits his client $85,000 when the ~ailure to initiate the appeal
the lawyer doesn't know the law
for their lawyer's mistakes in lawyer realized he had forgotten
within the state's' prescribed
in another
state or simply
unsuccessful
litigation.
The to renew a lease option on the time limit.
because he keeps a sloppy
result
of the
malpractice
client's rented property.
calender. Law students, as future
phenomenon is that premium
W hen
an
.. t tor n e y
,!he article concludes by lawyers,
should take note.
rates are soaring and insurance recommended that his client, a statmg that the most common
companies are loosing money on/;;::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::i::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;:::::::::::::::::::::::
malpractice policies ·t~
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. The Journal reports that:t
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to:
approxizmtely 95% of todaY'sfi
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Adjustmeni
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costs have soared 15% to 100%?:
in the last year. Why is the
frequency of malpractice suits If;
on the rise? The article states: :::::school and library ($9 to $10 million)
"People
bringing such suits I: and the proposed new university library.
usually hope to wring.-out of ti He termed proposals by law students
their original lawyer the money fi that the fee be adjusted for those whose
y
the tbedli~vfe
hthehYdwowUolnd
thhaevloer
iI ~~tedres~i? tthet~acillity would bkeIbess,a;>
co llec e I
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::::: a mInIS ra ive y unwor a e l ;
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casexaSm.'op'lmes
..e rep res en tat i v e ..

'Lltucorkable"
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graduate and professional schools at
GW, and Elliott
stated that this
indicates the urgent need for a facility
to get all elements of the university

originally intended as a service to ::
students to aid them in financial ::.:::
planning, has now been turned against ::::::
the university as grounds for criticism. }::

comWmhunitYhtogedthtehr't
t
en c arge
a assessmen

He notedaltlhat Gdeortgeto.wnUd~iVgerslaity
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students, $150 for student fees, and j;;:::
libraries where those whouse them less
constituted
"unfair surprise" to law
that "dozens of universities" announced ::.,:
...::[:
..::
...:.:
..:.:...
The file in a suit for a tax :} would pay less.
students, Dr. Elliott stated that though
very large tuition and fee hikes in
refund
by
a prominent
Responding to the charge of lack of
the university
attempts
to project
January to go into effect in September. :.=::...~.:
mid-western firm was accidently ~tlaw student participation in the decision
• tuition and fee increases for four years
paperclipped to th- back of a
to finance the new union, Dr. Elliott
ahead
in the catalogue,
financial
After his inauguration, Dr. Elliott
file belonging to arvther action ~t acknowledged
that
the
student
exigencies require the u~iversity to
opposed suggestions thaft the university :.:i
..::..
for another clien., the result ti government
is dominated
by
retain the right to adjust fees if
lump all tuition and ee assessments
- being that the tax file was
undergraduates and thai this has been a
circumstances require.
together, since he thought it desireable
indexed under the second and ~~}problem. In recent years it has been
It is ironic, Dr. Elliott noted, that
that students know just where their •.
totally unrelated suit. The case
difficult
to get representation
for
the projection of assessment increases,
money was to be spent.
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r~7C;;;;;;;;;UL~~-j~;3;;;~~with those of the national law
firms as well as with other
institutions.
This
month,
we have
contacted law students at every
law school in this country, to
urge them to join the swelling
ranks of other recent graduates
in an effort to save adequately
theinterest of the poor client.
A national movement has
begun. Third year students from
law schools all over the country
are demanding, as conditions of
their employment with urban
law firms, that they be given an
opportunity
- for meaningful
publtc
service
within the
flrm-and
the 'law firms are
seeking to meet their demands.
Since May of this past year,
the Urban Law Institute has
been engaged in surveying the
profession to make certain that
. the facts about what law firms
are doing and what they can do
are available to both the law
firms and to the law students
whom firms are interviewing this
fall. The. facts with which
students have been concerned in
the last year center on two vital
issues: the extent of the firm's
involvement in public service
work; and the extent of the
firm's
commitment
to
integration
of the virtually
all-white legal profession.
This year, as a result of our
surveys' analysis, law students
will be able to sit down at the
bargaining table with law firms
with a sophisticated
set of
demands
aimed at securing
meaningful commitments from
law firms to integrate
the
profession through scholarship
assistance
to minority-group
students,
and
to become
involved as corporate lawyers for
the
poor,
for grass roots
organizations, and for minority
groups.

'Now is the time for the legal
The head of the law school 'their interviewers will face on ''public service" from a lawyer
student body and the head of law school campuses during the meant simply that he would profession to make a further
,litigate, on behalf of a poor commitment,by
devoting its
the Law Review of every law next two months.
The Urban Law Institute has person, a single case without a resources to a frontal attack on school in the country has been
fee, are over. Today, when .Injustice in all its forms. Now
sent a brochure entitled Justice, involved itself in the movement
justice is meted out in the the time has come for the legal
The Rule of Law and You to for a public service commitment
brief law students on new by the private law firm for streets, and when injustice must profession to go off the gold
if we intend this
be remedied not only through standardopportunities for public, service several reasons: first, for reasons
the courts, but in education, in country to survive.
work and to supply them with a of quantity: because the private
firms
are
the
only
employment
opportunity,
in
set of questions developed and law
government 'programs, in, big
field tested with some of this institutions which can provide,
• ••
country's more prominent law on a broad scale, the kinds of business, in finance, in police
practices, in housing, in the
firms ,over the past several legal expertise in "corporate"
skills-drafting,
negotiating,
months.
'
"In the halls of justice the
unions, and in the media--the
the public
challenges are different, and justice is often found in the
Students at thirty schools -interpreting--which
, have already been contacted by interest so desperately requires.
therefore the tasks facing the halls."
'.
For the days in w h i c h legal profession are different.
Lenny Bruce
phone or in person-and
law
student organizations from at
least seven law schools have
already 'decided to send out a
questionnaire to law firms to find
out just what they have done
and are planning to do to
provide genuine opportunities
for public service work. The
answers will be put on file at the ,
law school so students can look'
at them before they go into a
job interview.
We are convinced that law
firms throughout the country,
aware of the growing student
interest in public service; and
eager to entice top graduates
into private practice, will move _
to accomodate these demands.
The trend has already been
established. Several months ago,
the law firm of Piper & Marbury,
in Baltimore, announced it was
establishing a branch office in
the ghetto. Two' weeks ago, two
major firms in Washington,
Arnold & Porter and Hogan &
Hartson, reached 11 final decision
to establish a public service
division, headed by an attorney
with full partnership status. We
'understand that law firms in
Boston and in Los Angeles have
moved-or
are moving-in
a
similar direction in anticipation
of the student demands which

Quotables

/

Cases-from p. 6-----------------------------

Know the Cases, continued
bring this notion into relief to
state Itin algebraic terms: if the
probability
be called P; the
'injury L; and the burden B;
liability depends on whether B is
less than L multiplied by P; ie.,
whether B is less than PL.
8.

A cause,

but

not

the

proximate

cause. What we do

mean by the word

"proximate"

is that, because of convenience,
of public policy, of a rough
sense
of justice,
the law
arbitrarily declines to trace a
series of events beyond a certain
point. This is not logic. It is
practical politics. Take our rule
as to fires; Sparks from my
burning haystack set on fire my
house and my neighbor's. I may
recover
from
a' negligent
railroad. He may not. Yet the
wrongful act as directly harmed
the one as the other. We may
regret that the line was drawn
just where it was, but drawn
somewhere it had to be. We said
the act of the railroad was not
the proximate cause of our
neighbor's fire.
9.
Except
in matters
governed
by
the
Federal
ConStitution
or, by Acts of
Congress, the law to be applied
in any case is the law of the
state. And whether the law of
the state shall be declared by its
Legislature in a statute or by its
highest' court in a decision is not
a matter of federal concern.
There is no federal common law.
Congress ,has
no power to
declare substantive
rules of
common law applicable in a
state whether they be local in
their nature or "general", be
they commercial law or part of
the law of torts.

llil:A::~~:~::::t:\\1\11
Do you
have
an
ann ouncemen
t for
students or alumni of The
National Law Center? An
upcoming meeting? A date
that
should
be
remembered?
A, special
event? Any message that
Should be passed on, now
that the Law Center has a
newspaper
to do the
t:: passing?
;::::: The Advocate will be

I;E:~i;:;;::!.i~2

I~~:~:::

r,:

will be published under a
::( special section titled "The
Docket" beginning with
:-::::our
next
issue.
:{: Contributions
to this
:;::::column
should
be
:{:
:::;::submitted in writing to
The Advocate mailbox,
/;: Student Lounge, Stockton
,j:::: Hall.

it:

::t

10. If there is a difference or
misapprehension
as to the
substance of the thing bargained

for, and intended to b~ sold - 'them has broken, the damages
then there is no contract; but if which the other party ought to
it be only a difference in some receive in respect of such breach
of contract should be such as
quality of accident, even though
the mistake may have been the may fairly and' reasonably be
either
arising
actuating,
motive
to the considered
purchaser or seller, or both of naturally, i.e. according to the
them, yet the contract remains usual course of things, from such
binding.
A barren cow is .breach of contract itself, or such
as may reasonably be supposed
substantially' a different creature
to
have
been -Ln
the
than a breeding one.
contemplation of both parties,
11. Where two parties have at the time they made the
made a contract which one of contract, as the probable result
of the breach of it. Now, if the
special
circumstances
under
which the contract was actually
made were communicated by
the
plaintiffs to the defendants,
The Warden and Fellows of
Wadham College, Oxford, in a and thus known by both parties,
letter to a group of students who the damages resulting from a
had
presented
a list of breach of such a contract, which
they
would
reasonably
non-negotiable demands:
would be the
Dear Gentlemen: We note contemplate,
your threat to take what you amount of injury which would
call "direct action" unless your ordinarily follow from a breach
demands are immediately met. of contract under these special
so known and
We feel that it is only sporting to -eircumstances
let you know that our governing communicated.
body includes three experts in Answers .••
chemical
warfare,
two
1. Justice Ward, Maud v.
ex-commandos
skilled with
Catherwood,
155 P.2d 111
dynamite
and
torturing
(1945)
prisoners,
four
qualified
2. Mr. Chief Justice Warren,
marksmen in both small arms
Miranda v, Arizona, 384 U.S.
and rifles, two ex-artillerymen,
one holder of the Victoria Cross, 436 (1965)
four
karate
experts
and a
3: Francis, J., Henningsen v.
chaplain. The governing body
has authorized me to tell you Bloomfield Motors, Inc., 161
that we look forward with A.2d 69 (1960)
4. Mr. Chief Justice Burke,
confidence to what you call a
Stephens
& Co. v. Albers, 256 P.
"confrontation"
and may I say
15 (1927)
even with anticipation.
'

English Students
Eager for Fight

5. Mr. Justice Goldberg,
Concurring,
Griswold
v.
Connecticut,
85 S.Ct. 1678
(1965)
,
6. Mr. Chief Justice Warren,
Reynolds v. Sims, 84 S.Ct. 1362
(1964)
7. Learned Hand, Cir. J.,
United States v. Carroll Towing
Co., 159 F.2d 169 (1947)
8. Andrews, J., dissenting,
Palsgraf v. Long Island R.R. Co.,
162 N.E. 99 (1928)
9. Mr. Justice Brandeis, Erie
Railroad v. Tompkins, 304U.S.
64 (1938)
10. Sherwood v, Walker, 33
N.W. 919 (1887)

11. Andrews, J., Hadley v.
Baxendale, 156 Eng.Rep. 145
(1854)

Thanks.

• •

The Advocate Staff is
grateful for the -help we
received
from
Dean
Robert Kramer, members
of the Dean's office and
staff, the University Public
Relations office, President
Elliott, our ace reporters
and staff writers, the Law
School Alumni Office, the
officers of the Student Bar
Association,
Professor
Robert Dixon, and all
others who helped get us
on our feet. '

